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SUBJECT OF RESOLUTION: Situation in Afghanistan

SUBMITTED TO: The Security Council

SUBMITTED BY: Russian Federation and United States of America

The Security Council

Reaffirming its previous resolutions 1361 (2001) of 30 July 2001, 1333 (2000) of 19 December 2000,1
1267 (1999) of 15 October 1999, and 1214 (1998) of 8 December 1998,2

Determining that the situation in Afghanistan, on multiple levels, constitutes a threat to international3
peace and security,4

Noting with approval the Secretary General's appointment of Lakhdar Brahimi as the special5
representative to Afghanistan,6

Noting with satisfaction the surrender of the Taliban in the northern region of Afghanistan,7

Convinced of the imperative need for an increase as well as the improvement of existing humanitarian8
assistance to Afghani civilians,9

Regretting the lack of information of the locations of refugees and displaced persons that leaves the10
United Nations partially uninformed as to the appropriate course of action for the distribution of11
humanitarian aid through the country,12

Fully alarmed that continuing inaction of the Taliban has done little to affect terrorist organizations still13
existing within the borders of Afghanistan,14

Mindful of the necessity for the consideration of sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity, and15
national unity should the assistance of the United Nations become necessary for employing the16
mechanisms of provisional government in Afghanistan,17

1. Calls for a summit outlined by special envoy Brahimi for the purposes of the consideration of the18
future government of Afghanistan;19

2. Reiterates, as per the recommendations of Special Envoy Brahimi, the necessity of all Afghani20
ethnic regional groups to be represented in the process of forming a transitional government;21

3. Encourages use of both military special forces and civilian humanitarian troops already in22



Afghanistan in the peacekeeping process until the interim government is established as a sound23
ruling body after which culturally broad Afghani troops can take over;24

4. Calls upon members of the Security Council to work toward the creation of a culturally broad25
peace keeping force to put in place when there is a cessation of hostilities in Afghanistan;26

5. Authorizes the UN High Commission on Refugees to begin efforts for repatriation in the North;27

6. Requests that all nations aid countries suffering from refugee flows resulting from the situation in28
Afghanistan;29

7. Urges the consideration of new and comprehensive solutions to the dire humanitarian situation in30
Afghanistan;31

8. Strongly Condemns all human rights violations committed within the borders of Afghanistan;32

9. Recommends a report from the Secretary General within 30 days of the humanitarian situation33
between Afghanistan and its northern neighbors, including Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kazakhstan,34
Kyrgzstan, Pakistan, Turkmenistan, and Iran;35

10. Strongly Urges the assistance of Afghanistan's neighboring states in the matter of accepting the36
influx of refugees and displaced persons resulting from the current situation;37

11. Again Demands that the Taliban comply fully and immediately with paragraphs 1 and 2 of38
resolution 1267 (1999) of 15 October 1999;39

12. Decides to remain actively seized of the matter.40

Final Vote: Passed by Consensus
Abstentions: None


